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Message from the Dean 
 
Dear Colleagues –  

Have you wondered how the pay scale for Project LIFT works?  Have you heard the concept of 
“opportunity culture” but not clear of its meaning for schools?  Are you interested in the half million 
dollars recently provided by Belk Foundation to scale up the Project LIFT pay plan to nearly half of CMS 
schools?  How will this be sustainable?  Is it good for teachers?  What about for children?  Should it be a 
state model for how to pay teachers?  If you wondered about any of these questions, I encourage you to 
join us at the College meeting this Friday to hear Denise Watts, Area Superintendent of LIFT schools, 
and Daniel Swartz, Human Capital Specialist for Project LIFT describe these concepts.  Daniel has met 
with our seniors to explain how they might one day be eligible for an elevated salary for a teacher leader 
position. 

Additionally, many new initiatives are underway regarding graduate education at the University and 
within our College.  Come to Friday’s meeting to hear what is going on.  Also, important progress has 
been made with edTPA and state “evidences” for our candidates, and you will hear about this as well. 

See you Friday! 

Here’s the news: 

We would like to congratulate Dr. Erin Miller on receipt of the SOTL grant, Pre-Service Teacher’s 
Preparedness to Teach African American Boys: The Impact of an Urban Collaboration 
on the Development of Afro-Centered Cultural Knowledge in an Elementary Education 
Program. 

 

Don’t Forget: On Friday, January 24 from 11:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m. (COED Room #010), the Center for 
STEM Education will host Dr. Renee Cole, associate professor of chemistry at the University of Iowa, 
who will be presenting a talk titled, “Sociochemical norms in chemistry classes,” as part of the NOYCE 
Scholars program. Dr. Cole’s research focuses on the social and sociochemical norms that are critical for 
creating a student-centered, problem-based chemistry class. If you are interested in receiving a copy of 
Dr. Cole’s paper, please email Michelle Stephan.  
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The mission of the College of Education at UNC Charlotte is to prepare highly effective and ethical 
professionals who have a positive impact on children, youth, families, community, and schools and who are 
successful in urban and other diverse settings. This mission is accomplished through teaching, research, and 
community engagement that lead to improved practice and by working in partnership with schools, 
communities, and university colleagues.  
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